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Happy New Year!
Whether or not you’re the type that resolves to lose 15 pounds,
call your mom more often, climb the tallest peak on every
continent, or edit a mind-blowing, record breaking number of
points for The National Map Corps after that clock strikes
midnight on December 31st, crossing the threshold into a new
year is always an exciting time.
We’re optimistic about the future and we’re excited to continue
working with our stellar team of volunteers! We want to wish
you all a fantastic new year as you continue to support the
mission of The National Map Corps and the USGS. We’d also like
to wish you the best of luck with sticking to those New Year’s
resolutions, no matter how small or ambitious. We’re looking
forward to seeing that record breaking number of high quality
edits!
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You Spoke, We Listened: Database Sync Changed from 24
Hours to 5 Minutes or Less!
Some of you may have recently
experienced the problem of
clicking “save” on a point, and
then finding it locked for editing
for 24 hours when you tried to
make an additional edit on the
same point. We understand that
getting a point just right
sometimes takes a couple of
“saves”, and that it’s frustrating
not to be able to fix a point right
away. We have updated the editor
so that now you should never have
to wait more than 5 minutes to
edit a point if it is locked! If you
experience any issues with this
change, please let us know
(nationalmapcorps@usgs.gov)

Back to Basics: What is an Authoritative (Re)Source?
In the last edition of our newsletter, we brought you a series of new features for making editing more
enjoyable. One specific addition, the comment box, can be a handy tool for listing the source that you
used to verify the information.
But what is an authoritative source? Why is an authoritative source important?
An authoritative source is a primary source of information that is trusted and verifiable. The official
website run by a school is an authoritative source, while an aggregator website such as
http://www.greatschools.org/ is not. Using authoritative sources is important to ensure data in The
National Map is accurate and current.
For example, if you are editing schools near where you live, then an authoritative source would be
either:
a.) the official school website, or
b.) the school district website
However, what if you can’t find any sources like these for a specific point?
There are other options for obtaining information about a point. If you live near the point’s location,
you can go and visit the actual address listed and see if the school is actually there. Secondly, if you
can find a phone number, you can call and inquire if the information you have on file for the point is
correct. Whether you go see the point yourself, or find an authoritative website, you can use the
comment box to list your source.
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Back to Basics: What is an Authoritative (Re)Source?, Cont.
For example, a
school district
website might look
like this:

What is not an authoritative source?
When looking for authoritative sources, it
is important to be able to recognize what
is NOT an authoritative source.
Often websites that review schools are
not authoritative websites. Aggregator
websites, such as the one mentioned
above may be inaccurate and out-ofdate. They can be used as a
supplementary source, such as finding a
phone number to call and verify the
school information, but should never be
used as the primary source.
While they may contain some useful
information, websites like this are
frequently out-of-date and inaccurate.
The following screenshot shows one
(greatschools.com) that is not an
authoritative source.

NOT an authoritative source:
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Post Offices
When editing for The National Map Corps, do you know what source is acceptable to verify US
Post Offices? If you answered the USPS Find Locations Tool, then you were correct!
This Iowa City Post Office
example shows the importance
of using the authoritative US
Postal Service official website
for locations. This Post Office
was shown on the (now defunct)
www.uspostoffices.com
website, which is NOT
the official US Postal service
website but can
be mistaken as such.

This post office is
also still listed on
GSA website as
being in the Federal
Building on Clinton
Street.

However, this news
article shows that
this Post Office
location moved
in 2015.
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Post Offices Cont.
A search using the
authoritative USPS Find
Locations Tool confirms
that there is no Iowa City
Post Office at the original
location, and shows the
current address of the
Post Office.
In short please always use
the USPS Office Locator
website to confirm Post
Office points and be wary
of aggregator websites
that are not the official
website for a feature.
In addition, our Post Office data has been updated using information from the US Census Bureau, so you
might be coming across some unfamiliar terminology. Contract Postal Units (CPU) and Village Post Offices
(VPO) are commonly found in retail locations and are not features we collect. Community Post Offices
(CPO) differ in that they are usually located in a community whose independent post office has been closed.
CPOs retain their own zip code and town name, and therefore should be collected. We are only interested
in US Post Office or offices that have replaced a US Post Office such as a Community Post Office.

Sheriff’s Offices: “You’re my Favorite Deputy!”
Although The National Map Corps has been collecting
sheriff’s offices for quite some time, US Topo will soon be
including the keyword “sheriff” as part of their query to
find and display a law enforcement symbol on the map
product.
In the past we have preferred the naming convention
“Sheriff’s Office,” but we will now accept “Sheriff’s
Department” or other variations as long as you include the
word “sheriff.”
If a sheriff appears to be located at a residence, do not
collect that feature. In some small towns, a local sheriff
might park their vehicle at their home, but unfortunately
that doesn’t count as a sheriff’s office.
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Addressing the Issue

The Address 2 field
is reserved for
building designators,
such “Building 100,”
or “Anderson Hall.”

Comment Field
As many of your may have already noticed, we
added a comment field in the point attributes
section (click on a point, then scroll down).
Before, only USGS staff could view the comments
added for a point. Now anyone can view them by
opening the edit history tab and scrolling over to
the right.
If another volunteer has left any comments you
will see them in the box appropriately titled
“Comment.”

If you come across an official
address that contains a room or
a suite number (e.g. 1234 Main
Street STE #5, or 678 East
Range RD RM #9), then include
the suite or room number in the
Address 1 field (not the Address
2 field). Don’t forget to spell
out those abbreviations!
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Comment Field Cont.

We also want to remind you that with our
awesome new comment field, you no longer
need to email us to explain why you made a
deletion!
If you come across a feature that needs to be
deleted (after thorough research, of course),
please leave us a comment in the comment
field with a brief explanation and list of
sources supporting your reason for deleting
that feature.
After adding your comment you can click the
delete button. It is not necessary to click the
save button before clicking delete, as your
comments will be saved automatically.

Conclusion of International Map Year Patch Contest
Between November 18th, 2015 and December 31st, 2016, we ran a special
contest in honor of GIS Day and International Map Year. Volunteers who
contributed at least 2,016 points during that time period earned a special
edition collectable embroidered patch. 17 volunteers rose to the challenge and
earned the patch! To see some of their stories, check out November’s newsletter
and the Patch Contest section of the recognition page.
Congratulations to these volunteers on earning the patch!!!
superlemur
robwills77
msean21
meyerkv
KentRobert

rjerrard
Mole Trapper
bobjpgeo
PorkChop
Mr Ballwin

Cassie Tammy
Wang
geo163
SM14
queenofthedead

RagingSeas
DillonParker8
WanderingSoul
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Recognition Program Back Online
Our recognition program is back up and running!
For those new to The National Map Corps, the recognition program acknowledges the efforts of our
volunteers by awarding virtual badges based on the number of points collected, and by recognizing
those volunteers on USGS and The National Map social media (with permission of course).
For those who have come over from our old editor, welcome and thank you for making the switch!
We hope you are enjoying the new editor and its many improvements. If you have come over from
the old editor, make sure you are using the same email address and/or user name so that we can link
your old editor contribution totals to your new account for recognition purposes.
On that note, you may have noticed that your contribution totals in the new editor don’t include
your contributions from the old
editor.
To the right is a view of an
editor’s contributions in the new
editor, found in the Profile
Dashboard.
At this time, your old editor contributions are not integrated into the new editor profiles. However,
if you used the same email and/or username when you created your new account, we have combined
the old and new editor totals for recognition.
Furthermore, if you would
like to see your
contributions from the old
editor, check out this
page. Enter your username
for the old editor at the
top, and you’ll be able to
view your edits, as well as
find out more information
about your contributions
under “Volunteer
Information”. While the old
and new editor
contributions are not
integrated in the new
editor at this time, we
hope to be able to do this
in the future. In the
meantime, if you have any
questions, feel free to
email us at
nationalmapcorps@usgs.gov
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Volunteer Spotlight: Wandering Soul
After editing 2,000 unique points, Wandering Soul became
one of our newest members of the Theodolite
Assemblage.

In her own words:
“Wandering Soul – online or offline –
is what defines me. Finding cues and
putting the pieces together is quite
enthralling. Log on to the editor;
find some rural place and get on
with the game. You will know what I
mean.
Travel, hiking and photography is the
fuel that keeps the fire going in me.
Exploring the nooks and crannies of a
place online gives me the same
euphoria if I were actually there.
So, when I stumbled upon the
opportunity of volunteering with US
Geological Survey for their citizen
science project TNMCorps, I was
hooked on. It gave me an
opportunity to make an impact just
by exploring a region. Plus I get to
volunteer for a federal agency right
from my couch! For a hard-core
programmer, nothing beats working
from home. Earning badges kept me
glued to the project, just like
leveling up for an avid gamer.”

Image of Wandering Soul getting ready to set off on
another adventure, this time on a canoe trip
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Name that App!
We’ve been calling the new
editor, “new editor” or
“TNMCorps Map Editor”. But
we could really use some help
in coming up with a creative
name! If you have any
suggestions for a name for our
online editor, please email
your suggestions to
nationalmapcorps@usgs.gov.

Have a story or
photo you’d like
to share?
We want them! This could be
anything from a photo of you
verifying a structure or an
interesting story that you
discovered while editing. Photos,
graphics, and stories may be used
in future news releases and social
media posts. All materials
submitted become part of the
“public domain,” and can be
used by USGS in the future unless
otherwise specified.
Please email them to
nationalmapcorps@usgs.gov.

New Recognition Category Members
Squadron of Biplane Spectators
(6000-6999)
•

Ring of Reconnaissance Rocketeers
(5000-5999)
•

Family of Floating Photogrammetrists
(3000-3999)
•

Flock of Winged Witnesses
(4000-4999)
•

Theodolite Assemblage (2000-2999)

Alidade Alliance (1000-1999)

•
•

•
•

•

bobjpgeo
WanderingSoul

Stadia Board Society (500-999)
mapeditor040790
Freyja

•
•
•

Circle of the Surveyor’s Compass (200-499)
Freyja
•
pparis
MadMax
•
M_Burkett
java_hacker

Pedometer Posse (100-199)
M_Burkett
•
Bolstad
USGSTaylor
•
Piplourhys
mdmoe
•
Megalania

•
•
•

java_hacker
mikethompson30
pparis

•
•
•

•
•
•

Freyja
Luiz Hargreaves
Nateo73

Society of the Steel Tape (50-99)
•
•
•
•

Bolstad
Piplourhys
BriceCook2
Nateo73

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

mdmoe
Piplourhys
BriceCook2
Nateo73
KatyWeyforth

drees
KatyWeyforth
mdmoe

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Thomas_A2
LucyS
USGSTaylor

Order of the Surveyor’s
yaariana
•
apiller
•
hildebrand1944 •
•
LucyS

Chain (25-49)
Thomas_A2
nikkiV16
USGSTaylor
bkgrizzle

•
•
•
•

bkgrizzle
java_hacker
pparis
Dart12kb

•
•
•
•
•

java_hacker
pparis
Beircheart
Dart12kb
juliea

CONTACT US AT: nationalmapcorps@usgs.gov for suggestions,
questions, additions to the next newsletter, or if you would like to be
removed from the email list.
Or call Elizabeth McCartney at 573-308-3696

